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POSSIBLE EMOTIONAL RESPONSES  

Emotional responses to unsettling circumstances vary in nature and severity from individual to individual. 
Nonetheless, there are some common reactions that individuals feel when their lives are affected by violence 
related to international conflict: 

�x Fear: Fear may be the predominant reaction. This can include fear for the safety for themselves, their 
families, friends, and the population at large.  

�x Loss of control: The current world events are something over which people have little control. Lack of 
control can be overwhelming and confusing. Youth may grasp at any control that they have, including 
refusing to cooperate, go to school, part with favorite toys, or leave their caregivers. 

�x Anger: Anger is a common reaction. Unfortunately, anger is often expressed at those to whom youth are 
closest. Youth may direct anger toward classmates, caregivers, and neighbors. Anger often masks other 
emotions so adults can help youth identify and manage their underlying feelings. 

�x Loss of stability: Youth can feel insecure when their usual schedules and activities are disrupted, increasing 
their level of stress and need for reassurance. 

�x Isolation: Youth may feel isolated, or as if they’re the only one having the feelings they do.  
�x Confusion: Youth may feel confused about the current conflict, what further dangers might arise, and when 

the violence will stop. Youth may have trouble understanding the difference between violence as 
entertainment or in video games and the real events taking place on the news. Some of the modern media 
violence is unnervingly real. Youth may have difficulty separating reality from fantasy, cartoon heroes and 
villains from the government soldiers. Separating the realities from media fantasy may require adult help.  

�x Hypervigilance: Some youth and families may feel desperate to get information about the status of family 
and other connections. This may cause preoccupation in thoughts, worry, and a desire to constantly scan 
news sources for any information about the events in the region. This may result in difficulties focusing, 
sleeping, and being emotionally available for school. 

While this conflict may be geographically distant, it has relevance here at home, is ongoing, and is occurring in 
the context of other stressors. This can contribute to more serious chronic stress and potential associated health 
problems. Adults should attend to the layers of challenge experienced by youth in this situation. It is critical that 
schools provide services and supports to help youth establish positive social connections and resilience.  
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out violently themselves. Decisions related to concerns raised through play or artwork are context 
dependent, and educators should follow guidance related to behavior threat assessment and management.  

�x When in doubt about a youth’s ability to cope, seek support from a community mental health or school-
employed mental health professional. 
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 Engaging with local, state, or federal policy makers in town hall sessions for related topics (i.e., such as 
support for refugees). 

COORDINATE BETWEEN SCHOOL AND HOME  

�x Educators are encouraged to make sure to use communication strategies (such as newsletters, phone calls, 
website, social media, apps) that are already in place to share critical and helpful information with families. 

�x Caregivers can let school personnel know if a family member is affected by the conflict being called to active 
duty or sent overseas. Inform teachers if your child is having difficulties and what strategies make them feel 
better. If necessary, seek the help of your school psychologist, counselor, or social worker. 

�x 
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